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SUMMARY  

 

Development of technology in the field of surveying, study of geodetic network in the 

Republic of Kosova’s territory and analyses of the experiences of various countries influenced 

Kosovo Cadastral Agency to implement the setting up of permanent GNSS stations, namely 

KOPOS in Kosova. Immediate requirement of Cadastral Information System is the 

harmonization of the cadastral legal part (textual base) with the cadastral map (graphical part) 

on the ground. KOPOS system provides opportunities for carrying out unified, highly 

accurate, efficient and long-term sustainable measurements in the future. Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) shall make possible fast and easy update of Cadastral Information 

System, and shall provide opportunities and facilitate the work in other fields such as 

infrastructure, construction industry, mapping etc.   

Permanent Reference Network covers the entire territory of the country regarding positioning 

determination with centimeters accuracy, in horizontal and vertical plane, based on official 

Geodetic Reference System, entitled Kosovaref 01. 

These sorts of the networks are being utilized, or their establishment is in progress in all 

countries within Europe and beyond. The establishment of these networks has led a increase 

of surveying efficiency and has significantly improved surveying data quality. Owing to the 

updated cadastral data, coordinates of cadastral boundaries’ points or buildings points’ 

coordinates can be determined quickly and reliably.   

Kosovo Cadastral Agency has given a careful consideration to the country’s needs for 

establishment of the National GNSS Permanent Network based on the technical specifications 

for all 3D measurements. This Project leads towards tomorrows’ vision regarding the Land 

Administration, and will also facilitate meeting of the Cadastre’s requirements. By meeting 

criterions towards Cadastre 2014 and Cadastre 2.0 (2020) general vision, establishment or 

setting up of KOPOS is significant step for the future Cadastre. This significant step forward 

would not be possible without invaluable support of the donors, such as the World Bank, and 

German Government (GIZ).  

KOPOS System is operational since beginning of November 2012. 
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PËRMBLEDHJE 

 

Zhvillimi i teknologjisë në fushën e matjeve, analizimi i rrjetit gjeodezik në territorin e 

Republikës së Kosovës, si dhe studimi nga përvojat e vendeve të ndryshme, kanë ndikuar që 

Agjencia Kadastrale e Kosovës të implementoj projektin për vendosjen e stacioneve të 

përhershme të GNSS-it, KOPOS në Kosovë . Kërkesë imediate e Sistemit të informacioneve 

kadastrale është ajo për harmonizimin e pjesës ligjore dhe grafike me atë në terren. Sistemi i 

pozicionimit KOPOS ofron mundësi për matje apo rilevime në të ardhmen me saktësi unike të 

lartë, efikasitet dhe stabilitet afatgjatë. Sistemi satelitor për navigim global (SSNG) apo në 

anglisht Global Navigation Satelite System (GNSS), do ta mundësojë azhurnimin më të 

shpejtë dhe të lehtë të Sistemit të informacioneve kadastrale, e po ashtu do të ofroj mundësi 

edhe në fusha tjera si: Infrastrukturë, Ndërtimtari, Hartografi etj.  

Rrjeti permanent referent GNSS mbulon tërë territorin e vendit në përcaktimin e  pozitës me 

një saktësi centimetrike në rrafshin horizontal dhe vertikal duke u bazuar në sistemin 

gjeodezik zyrtar referent Kosovaref 01. 

Këto lloje të rrjeteve, janë duke u shfrytëzuar apo duke u vendosur në të gjitha vendet 

Evropiane e me gjerë, e të cilat kanë çuar deri të rritja e efikasitetit të matjeve, si dhe kanë 

përmirësuar kualitetin e të dhënave gjeodezike në tërësi. Me azhurnimin e të dhënave  

kadastrale, koordinatat e pikave të kufijve kadastral, ndërtesave etj. mund të përcaktohen 

shpejtë dhe me besueshmëri të lartë. 

Agjencia Kadastrale e Kosovës, me kujdes të veçantë ka analizuar nevojat e vendit për t’a 

vendosur rrjetin e stacioneve të përhershme të GNSS-it si rrjet shtetëror i bazuar në 

specifikimet teknike për të gjitha matjet 3D. Ky projekt orienton drejt vizionit të së nesërmes 

të administrimit të tokës dhe lehtësimit në përmbushjen e kërkesave të Kadastrit. Duke 

përmbushur kriteret drejt vizionit të përgjithshëm për Kadastrin 2014 dhe për Kadastrin 2.0 

(2020), vendosja e KOPOS-it është hap i rëndësishëm në kadastrin e të ardhmes. Në këtë 

rrugëtim kaq të rëndësishëm ka ndikuar edhe mbështetja e donatorëve:  Banka Botërore, GIZ-

i i Qeverisë Gjermane etj.  

Sistemi KOPOS është në funksion nga fillimi i muajit Nëntor 2012 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The set of satellite systems for global navigation that are functioning or are expected to be 

launched out in the future, in English are called GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) 

whereas in Albanian it will be SSNG (Sistemi satelitor për navigim global). This system 

allows determining the position in the whole globe with an accuracy of two or three meters by 

even using simple equipments [DMA, 1991], [Farrell & Barth,. 1999]. The possibility of civil 

use of these military systems has led to pioneering development in traffic enforcement, 

logistics, construction industry, tourism and many other technical fields and beyond that. 

Some of these systems have been listed below:  

 

- American global positioning system (GPS) 

This system launched 1978, was fully configured in 1994, whereas from January 2009 

has in total 32 GPS satellites. GPS satellites emit radio waves:  L1, L2, (L5) who are 

carriers of frequencies;   C/A and since 2005 civil codes L2, and after 2012 civil codes 

L3C; P code in frequencies L1 and L2.   

 

 
 

 

- GLONASS, Russian global navigation satellite system (Глобальная 

Навигационная Спутниковая Система)  

This system is launched in 1982, but its full configuration is not done, whereas from 

January 2009 it has in total 17 satellites in use. GLONASS satellites emit radio waves: 

L1, L2 who are carriers of frequencies, codes L1 and L2 C/A, then L1 and L2 P-codes.  
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- European system GALILEO   

This system is launched in 2006, its full configuration and usage is expected in 2015. 

The satellites of GALILEO system emit radio waves L1, E1,E2,E5 and signals E6. 

   

 

 
 

While using L2C and L3C, is possible to determine ionosphere parameters. Therefore, the aim 

is to have a precise geodetic positioning without differential positioning techniques. L2C 

frequency carriers have better quality then L1, while allowing better tracking of low satellites. 

L5 is designed in such a way in order to be least affected by effects of many trajectories.        

  
Nowadays these systems work independently from one another. The user works with one of 

these systems depending on the receiver selected. The American GPS system currently is used 

in most of the cases. In geodetic applications are used more and more receivers who can 

elaborate signals from GPS and GLONASS. In Europe, the European Geostationary 

Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) complements the GPS system with additional 

satellites, which leads to improved accuracy and reliability of measurement of the position in 

Europe. This is considered an advantage and cooperation between GPS and GALILEO 

systems.  

 

The GALILEO system in being multi-dimensional will play an important role in future 

applications. In communicating with satellites in the space the receivers determine the 

positions of the objects where they are fixed. The receivers should communicate with at least 

four satellites in the space for determining (calculating) its position. The accuracy and 

reliability of the GNSS systems, which are currently available, they have restrictions 

(limitations) in presenting the common accuracy of GPS for civil works up to +1 - + 3 meters.    

This technology with this new access has created the idea for modeling all errors (bugs), such 

as: time determination and errors in orbit, obstruction of satellite signals in their way through 
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ionosphere and troposphere up to the point where the GNSS receiver is located for 

determining the correction of the observed data over unknown points.    

  

The responsibilities of Kosovo Cadastral Agency regarding national network are foreseen by 

Law on Cadastre, [Law No. 04/-L-013]. These responsibilities start from the maintenance of 

referent network up to the maintenance of cadastral map, cadastral measurements and 

protection of cadastral boundary signs. Digital cadastre as a vision, but not to remain only a 

vision [Steudler 2006] is clearly being implemented from Kosovo Cadastral Agency for 

collecting and processing cadastral data in the framework of NSDI (National Spatial Data 

Infrastructure). All the measurements from now on, if there are no physical obstacles will be 

supported by KOPOS as a general and permanent national referent GNSS system.      

 

Regular maintenance and development of cadastre will be always based on the main geodetic 

state network. After 1999 KCA began consolidating cadastre in Kosovo, the main task has 

been observation of the state geodetic reference network. After observing and analyzing it has 

been concluded that the activity should begin with stabilization adjustment of the points in the 

field as a base for starting cadastre maintenance and its further development.     

 

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF SETTING THE POSITION   

 

GNSS technology while receiving signals from satellites calculates the distance based on the 

time differences. These distances are calculated from the moment transmitted up to the 

moment of receiving the signal. If the distances of three different satellites are known, it is 

possible that through spatial intersection (geodetic intersection) to determine the antenna 

position in 3D (X, Y, Z) in relation to the satellites.  

 Such intersections doesn’t provide real distance measurements because the satellite and 

receiver time are not harmonized, therefore the measured distances are not real distances, but 

are called pseudo distances. To avoid this it is necessary during measurements to have at least 

four pseudo distances for calculating four unknowns (X, Y, Z, ΔT) where is also included 

time factor as a fourth dimension.   

The accuracy and reliability of the GNSS systems, currently available are limited mainly 

from:   

 Ionosphere and troposphere influences  

 Uncertainties in the predicted orbits of satellites   

 

3. INCORPORATION OF  NETWORK  KOSOVAREF01 INTO KOPOS 

 

Damage of Triangulation Network the period before 2000, and creation of new circumstances 

for geodesy raised idea for developing new state geodetic network. Here it should be analyzed 

beforehand also the report of the Bessel ellipsoid and other ellipsoids in the plane [Meha, 

1998]. Therefore, the stabilization and measurement of the new geodetic network points, 

using GPS technology, started in 2001. First order reference network is created by 32 basic 

points distributed homogeneously throughout the territory of the Republic of Kosovo, while 

network densification is made with the second order network points a year later.    
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KOSOVAREF01 Coordinate System is based on the EUREF. Geodetic Datum is defined by 

Gauss-Krüger Projection in Terrestrial European System ETRS89 (GRS80 Ellipsoid). As a 

result, there is WGS84 Coordinate System, which is based on Ellipsoid dimension, in rotation 

angle of Earth rotation, and in light speed as well as constant parameters defined by US 

Department of Defense (DoD), as a reference frame for establishment and maintenance of 

GPS System.  

Dimensions of Reference Ellipsoid WGS84 accepted by the Geodetic Reference System 1980 

(GRS80) are:  

a = 6 378 137 + 2 m 

1/f = 298.257223563 

These dimensions are used for calculating of geodetic measurement. Coordinates axels (XYZ) 

in ETRS system, are fixed in the centre of earth, where Z axel goes across North Pole, 

whereas X and Y axels lay in equator plate. 

Estimates suggest that when it comes to Europe, coordinates accuracy of the points set by 

ETRF`89 is roughly +2cm, whereas for WGS84 calculated error of coordinates is roughly 

+10cm. 

 

The Kosovo geodetic datum [Meha, 2005a, 2005b] is defined as follows: 

- Reference spheroid: IUGG (International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics) 

ellipsoid GRS80 (Geodetic Reference System of 1980)   

- Reference system: ETRS89 (European Terrestrial Reference System) 

- Origin of coordinate system in the intersection point of projections of the central 

meridian 21
0
 with Equator.   

- Origin of height: Sea Level 

- Projection: Gauss-Krüger transversal cylindrical projection, conform (7th zone).   

- Central meridian (21
0
) with scale reduction 0.0001 (scale factor 0.9999).  

 

The new system Kosovaref01 is covering the whole Kosovo territory, where are established 

or created 32 geodetic points of the I
st 

order and 452 points of the II
nd

 order. These points are 

established as a base for cadastral and other geodetic measurements. 

Therefore, stabilization of permanent referent GNSS network (KOPOS, has a priority for high 

accuracy geodetic measurements, but it also contributes in modeling atmospheric parameters 

(troposphere and ionosphere), for weather and earthquakes forecasts. Speaking in financial 

terms, the project in the future shall lower work-related costs and shall, at the same time, 

generate revenues for its maintenance, but it does not guarantee (learned from others 

experiences) that the system could be maintained only from revenues.      
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4. ESTABLISHMENT OF PERMANENT REFERENCE STATIONS  

 

The well know producer of surveying equipments “Leica Geosystems” from Switzerland, 

after an international competitive process was the winner of the contract funded by World 

Bank for stabilizing eight permanent reference stations of KOPOS.  

The new KOPOS network has used the most advanced technology and will be the first GNSS 

network in the world that has used the newest receiver Leica GR25, which has been publically 

presented for the first time in the equipment and geodetic instrument trade fair – INTERGEO, 

2011 in Germany.  

Kosovo Cadastral Agency together with LEICA experts and local experts, and also supported 

from GIZ (Germany) experts, has realized fully the study, establishment of referent points and 

testing of KOPOS system. In the figure (1) could be seen permanent station – points which 

cover the territory of the Republic of Kosovo. Whereas in the table (1) is presented the 

geographic position of the permanent GNSS stations.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Established referent stations in Kosovo 

 

 

City Code  Latitude Longitude  Elips. hight 

Dragash DRAG 42° 03' 43.85977" 20° 39' 16.32320"  1094.351 

Kamenicë KAME 42° 34' 52.73833"  21° 34' 42.92311" 662.296 

Mitrovicë MITR 42° 53' 19.55551"  20° 51' 57.04548"  566.531 

Pejë PEJA 42° 39' 41.30482" 20° 17' 18.50231"  581.464 

Prishtinë KCAP 42° 38' 46.64737" 21° 10' 06.01842"  581.464 

Prishtinë PRIS 42° 40' 12.72243"  21° 11' 30.61312" 709.004 

Rahovec RAHO 42° 23' 50.58087" 20° 39' 26.29440" 475.610 

Shtime SHTI 42° 26' 3.003179" 21° 02' 18.65896" 623.998 
                         Tab. 1. Locations and coordinates of KOPOS station points  
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The system is designed also for eventual incorporation of reference stations from neighbor 

countries: MONTEPOS Montenegro, ALBPOS Albania, MAKPOS Macedonia and AGROS 

Serbia.  

The monitoring and maintenance of permanent GNSS stations is done from control centre. 

The operation of the system while including permanent stations, control centre and users is 

presented in the figure 2.    

 

 
 

 Fig 2. The graphic of the operation of KOPOS system (source: KOPOS implementation 

report - GIZ)  

 

 

5. SOME TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF KOPOS  

 

 Equipments established in permanent stations are:  

- GNSS antenna AR25 (choke ring antenna) protected from different atmospheric 

conditions, suitable for receiving all satellite signals currently in use, and those 

foreseen for later usage;      

- The GR15 multi frequencies receiver with a sufficient number of channels, for 

accepting all signals currently available and those for the future;   

- VPS network ruter, and the necessary connection with ADSL cable;  

- Constant power supply (48 hours, backup);  

- Cable, box for setting the device, the material for installation etc.   

The antenna is installed on a pipe so that it is mechanically stable. Location security is 

guaranteed by the effects of wind, vibration, shaking, lightning according to local standards, 

etc.   
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GNSS antenna (choke ring - the last word of the technology) is used as an antenna for 

reference stations. Antenna phase center is determined though an individual absolute 

calibration.  

Antenna and the receiver must be able to receive all signals available from GPS and 

GLONASS systems and also GALILEO-s after it will be functional. 

 

 
Fig. 4  Scheme of GNSS permanent  station  

 

 
 Fig. 5 Equipments pleased in the cabinet and the GNSS antenna in one of the stations   
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6. KOPOS SERVESES –RTK AND RINEX DATA   

 

Acceptance of correction data in real time (RTK) and RINEX data (post-processing) from 

KOPOS system is done in different ways.     

Users of (RTK) products in real time could accept the corrected data in real time through 

internet (GPRS), or if it is needed also through GSM since KOPOS offers this possibility as 

well. The format of the data flow should fulfill the RTCM specifications:   

 

− RTCM 2.3 for FKP- and VRS data (guarantee for compatibility from the highest point 

to the lowest point for the oldest devices),   

− RTCM 3.1 for FKP-, VRS and MAC  

 

Clients of RINEX products (post-processing) can download the data from selected referent 

stations in RINEX format (all formats up to the v 3.0) for a time period selected from the past. 

For this it is available the interface page for users based on the web (kopos.rks-gov.net) in 

Albanian, English and Serbian language, through which the users can download all the 

requested data independently. Except downloading the RINEX data, the system enables also 

the post processing and adjustments of static measurements. The results of data post 

processing and adjustment could be taken electronically (e-mail).    

  

 
 

Fig 6 User interface - SpiderWeb 

 

Accuracies expected from KOPOS network system are: 

 

Type of service Description Accuracy range 

DGNSS Low accuracy in real time (RTK –Code)) 0.3 – 0.5 m 

RTK High accuracy in real time (RTK –Phase)) 0.02 – 0.04 m 

RINEX High accuracy (Post  processing – Phase) <0.01 m 
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SpiderWeb SBC (Spider Business Centre) program is in use for administration of the 

registered users, prepaid services, to search on RTK usage and RINEX data, invoicing, 

informing of users on real time regarding the operation of the system etc. 

 

7. BENEFITS FROM KOPOS SYSTEM SERVICES  

 

The benefits from KOPOS system are different, but at the same time it is required creative 

approach in the field of geodesy for its usage in public and private sector, since this system 

enables the establishment of reliability and accuracy for geo-spatial data in terms of quality. 

For this reason is required cooperation of local experts with international associations in 

relation to this field. Some of the creative engagements, but also as requirements are 

presented below:       

 

– To maintain and develop state coordinates referent system together with respective 

geodetic infrastructure. 

– To provide access in geodetic data, in services and web based information;   

– To closely cooperate with international geodetic associations;    

– To provide geodetic and GNSS services for public and private sector;  

– To develop awareness campaign for applicable services in high accuracy positioning; 

– To promote and advance geodesy science also through science wider community to 

support the government in developing the Land Administration and Management 

policies; 

 

The usage of KOPOS system will support cadastral institutions, together with licensed private 

companies in implementing the cadastre projects in achieving the goal of heaving sustainable 

and stable digital cadastre[Meha, 2003].  

 

Other economic benefits from KOPOS in the field of geodesy, cadastre and spatial data as 

part of NSDI are:  

 

- The usage of modern technology for measurements such as GNSS, digital 

photogrametry, aerial images and satellite images have been simplified and 

accelerated. In general this approach leads to the influence in the cost reduction for 

e.g. surveying activities, property identification, monitoring etc.;    

- The accuracy and reliability of cadastral measurements is increased in the whole 

country because KOPOS system is a unified system for the whole Kosovo territory;  

- The expenses will be 8-10 times lower  than the establishment and maintenance of 

third order reference network; 

- MCOs in Kosovo will have the opportunity to use modern GNSS rover for cadastral 

surveying and other geodetic works as well etc.  

 

The usage of GNSS system anywhere in the world has multidimensional benefits in terms of 

time, financial aspect, accuracy and security etc. The fields where the system could be used 

are presented below:    
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– Geodetic measurements (cadastre, mapping, photogrametry etc.)   

– GIS  

– Traffic management (land and air)   

– Water management   

– Emergent services   

– Rail and sea transport (if the state has access to big lakes, sea, ocean)  

– Public transport now and in the future (bus, trolley bus, tram, taxi etc.)  

– Transportation of hazardous materials  

– Vehicles navigation  

– Tourism (database, maps, navigation) 

– Forestry, Fisheries etc. 

– Disaster management   

– Inventory and valuation of immovable properties  

– Urban Planning, Spatial Planning and Environmental studies  

– Monitoring of engineering structures (dams etc.) 

– Environment protection  

– Many other services related to the requests of society, institutors and private sector. 

 

 “The future satellite navigation systems will use improved technology and concepts, while 

helping the increased of usage quality and enabling to implement new navigation services for 

“smart” vehicles, agricultural tools, “smart” weapons, unmanned aircraft, mobile robots and 

other different advanced applications” (Farrell 2008).  

The usage of measurements methods supported from GNSS now enables accelerating the 

work of local measurements significantly, as well as significantly reducing costs. The usage 

of system that now is continuously operational is a step forward in accelerating and 

simplifying the works and measurements in the field.     

 

The data available should be used in a comprehensive manner, in order that the exchange of 

geographic data between central, local and international institutions, from INSPIRE point of 

view, will be significantly improved. With this advance have been established the bases for all 

geo-information technologies in the whole state; in the field of cartography, cadastre, 

engineering, surveying, infrastructure, planning, environment, transport, e-governance, e-

municipality, e-commercial etc. Hundred of users across the country will work without 

needing control referent points, which will increase enormously the efficiency of the work. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

 

KOPOS system in Republic of Kosovo is a unified state reference network which offers in the 

real-time positioning accuracy in horizontal plane + 2cm and in vertical plane + 4 cm. GNSS 

system is the latest word of the technology for geodetic measurements, which is used in 

developed countries. Now as part of GNSS family is also KOPOS referent network. This 

system offers the possibility to use the latest technology for geodetic measurements for every 

surveyor in Republic of Kosovo. GNSS has raised the level of accuracy and reliability of 

geodetic measurements, because is a globally extended, is secure and with a usage possibility 

of (American) GPS, (Russian) GLONASS and (European in the future) GALILEO.    

 

Economic approach in geodesy is mainly oriented in harmonizing three components: high 

accuracy measurement, full reliability in measurements and lowest costs for collection geo-

information data. KOPOS system in Kosovo meets these three components, and as such will 

be 24/7 functional, under supervision of control center located in Kosovo Cadastral Agency. 
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